POLICE MEDAL FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE
REPUBLIC DAY-2018

ANDHRA PRADESH

1. SHRI MEESALA RAVI PRAKASH, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE WEST GODAVARI, ELURU, ANDHRA PRADESH, 534001

2. SHRI P MURALIDHAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, SRIKAKULAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, 532001

3. SHRI M. VENKATADRI, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE WOMEN PS, KURNOOL, ANDHRA PRADESH, 518001

4. SHRI NAINALA SIVA PRASAD, ASSAULT COMMANDER GREY HOUNDS, MANGALAGIRI, ANDHRA PRADESH, 522503

5. SHRI SAIRIGAPU MOHAN RAO, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, AMBAPET HYDERABAD, ANDHRA PRADESH, 500013

6. SHRI MEDARAMETLA HANUMANTHA RAO, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, PIDUGURALLA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 522431

7. SHRI POCHANA RAVINDRANATH REDDY, INSPECTOR OF POLICE C I CELL, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 521001

8. SHRI K V V S V PRASAD, RESERVE INSPECTOR I S W, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 521001

9. SHRI TANGILLAPALLI VENKAT RAO, SUB INSPECTOR, ANTI CORRUPTION BUREAU VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 521001

10. SHRI SANABOYINA RAMAKRISHNA, SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, MANGALAGIRI, ANDHRA PRADESH, 522503

11. SMT. YALALA PADMAVATHI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, 531001

12. SHRI MADDALA VENKATESWARA RAO, ASSISTANT RESERVE SUB INSPECTOR, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 521001

13. SHRI P ESWAR RAO, ASSISTANT RESERVE SUB INSPECTOR, KAKINADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 533001

14. SHRI V. KRISHNA, POLICE CONSTABLE, RAJAMAHENDRAVARAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, 533101

BIHAR

15. SHRI RAM PUKAR SINGH, DY S P RAIL, KATIHAR, BIHAR, 854105

16. SHRI NAND KUMAR SINGH, HAVILDAR, B M P- 10 PHULWARI SHARIF PATNA, BIHAR, 800014

17. SHRI SHIO PUJAN YADAV, HAVILDAR, B.M.P-10 PATNA, BIHAR, 800014

18. SHRI SAHEB RAM URAON, HAVILDAR, PATNA, BIHAR, 800014

19. SHRI MD IBRAR KHAN, HAVILDAR, B.M.P-14,PATNA, BIHAR, 800014

20. SHRI SUNIL KUMAR, HAVILDAR, B.M.P-14PATNA, BIHAR, 800014
21. SHRI NANDJEE YADAV, HAVALDAR, B M P 14 PATNA, BIHAR, 800014
22. SHRI RAVINDRA KUMAR SINGH, HAVALDAR, B M P -14 PATNA, 
   BIHAR, 800014
23. SHRI NARENDRA NATH TIWARY, HAVILDAR, BMP 14 PATNA, 
   BIHAR, 800014
24. SHRI RAMASHARY UPADHAYA, HAVALDAR, B M P -14 PATNA, 
   BIHAR, 800014
25. SHRI RAMJAN ANSARI, HAVALDAR, B M P -14PATNA, BIHAR, 800014
26. SHRI ANIL KUMAR, SP VIGILANCE, INVESTIGATION BUREAU PATNA, 
   BIHAR, 800001
27. SHRI LALIT VIJAY TIWARI, POLICE INSPECTOR, SPECIAL VIGILANCE UNIT 
   PATNA, BIHAR, 800001
28. SHRI SANJIV KUMAR, INSPECTOR VIGILANCE INVESTIGATION 
   BUREAU, VIGILANCE INVESTIGATION BUREAUPATNA, BIHAR, 800001
29. SHRI VIJAY KUMAR, INSPECTOR, VIGILANCE INVESTIGATION BUREAU 
   PATNA, BIHAR, 800001
30. SHRI PINTU KUMAR, ASI, VIGILANCE INVESTIGATION BUREAU PATNA, 
   BIHAR, 800001
31. SHRI SHATRUGHAN PRASAD SINGH, A S I, VIGILANCE INVESTIGATION 
   BUREAU PATNA, BIHAR, 800001

CHHATTISGARH

32. SHRI SHANKAR LAL BAGHEL, COMMANDANT, 9TH BATALLION CAF 
    DANTEWADA, CHHATTISGARH, 494441
33. SHRI AJAY KUMAR LAKRA, INSPECTOR, AREA OFFICER SPECIAL BRANCH 
    RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492006
34. SHRI ISHWAR PRASAD MISHRA, PLATOON COMMANDER, 2ND BATALLION 
    CHHATTISGARH ARMED FORCE BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495003
35. SHRI FAGU RAM LAHRE, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE STATION 
    BHANSI DANTEWADA, CHHATTISGARH, 494551
36. SHRI PRADEEP KUMAR KASHYAP, SECTION COMMANDER, 10TH 
    BATALLION CAF SARGUJA, CHHATTISGARH, 497002
37. SHRI MAXIMILIYANUS TIRKEY, ASSISTANT PLATOON COMMANDER, 12TH 
    BATALLION CAF RAMANUJGANJ BALARAMPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 497220
38. SHRI RADHELAL KORRAM, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE STATION DARBHA 
    BASTAR, CHHATTISGARH, 424115
39. SHRI VIJAY KUMAR CHOUBEY, HEAD CONSTABLE, VIP SECURITY 
    BATALLION MANA RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492015
40. SHRI SATYANARAYAN SHARMA, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE STATION 
    DURG, CHHATTISGARH, 491001
41. SHRI RAMAWATAR SINGH RAJPAT, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE LINE DHAMTARI, CHHATTISGARH, 493776

42. SHRI SHESH NARAYAN DEWANGAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, TRAFFIC DISTRICT RAJNANDGAON, CHHATTISGARH, 491441

NCT OF DELHI

43. SHRI RAJVEER SINGH CHAUVAN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE FIRST BN DAP, NEW POLICE LINE KINGSWAY CAMP, NCT OF DELHI, 110009

44. SHRI ASIF MOHD ALI, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE LICENSING, POLICE STATION DEFENCE COLONY, NCT OF DELHI, 110024

45. SHRI SANJAY BHATIA, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE INDRA GANDHI AIRPORT, POLICE STATION INDRA GANDHI AIRPORT, NCT OF DELHI, 110037

46. SHRI DINESH KUMAR GUPTA, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE TRAFFIC OUTER RANGE, SECTOR 15 ROHINI DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110085

47. SMT. VARSHA SHARMA, ADDITIONAL DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE ECONOMIC OFFENCE WING, MANDIR MARG NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110001

48. SHRI SOM NATH PARUTHI, INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110002

49. SMT. SHASHI BALA, ACP LA, CRIME AGAINST WOMEN NEW DELHI DISTRICT, NCT OF DELHI, 110001

50. SHRI SANDEEP MALHOTRA, INSPECTOR CYBER CELL CRIME BRANCH, POLICE STATION DARYA GANJ, NCT OF DELHI, 110002

51. SHRI RAJ KUMAR, INSPECTOR, ROOP NAGAR, NCT OF DELHI, 110007

52. SHRI KRISHAN PRAKASH, INSPECTOR, CONFIDENTIAL BRANCH (POLICE HEADQUARTERS), NCT OF DELHI, 110002

53. SHRI SURESH MASKEEN, INSPECTOR, MAPPING SECTION TRAFFIC HEADQUARTERS, NCT OF DELHI, 110012

54. SHRI JITENDER DOGRA, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE STATION SUBZI MANDI CRIME BRANCH, NCT OF DELHI, 110009

55. SHRI KISHAN CHAND, CONSTABLE, TRAFFIC, NCT OF DELHI, 110012

56. SHRI DEV KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, CONFERENCE HALL POLICE HEADQUARTERS, NCT OF DELHI, 110002

57. SHRI SUBHASH KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE HEADQUARTERS, NCT OF DELHI, 110002

58. SHRI RANBIR SINGH, CONSTABLE, CRIME BRANCH KASHMIRI GATE METRO, NCT OF DELHI, 110006

59. SHRI SATISH KUMAR, CONSTABLE, THIRD BN DAP, NCT OF DELHI, 110018
GOA
60. SHRI ZUBEAR MOMIN, CONSTABLE, GOA, GOA, 403001

GUJARAT
61. SHRI SAGARDAN KALUBHA GADHAVI, POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, ADDL CP TRAFFIC AHMEDABAD CITY, GUJARAT, 380004
62. SHRI RAMDEV SINGH JORUBHA RANA, POLICE WIRELESS SUB INSPECTOR, OFFICE OF SP BHAVNAGAR, GUJARAT, 364002
63. SHRI RAMESHCHANDRA DURLABHBHAI PATEL, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PREVENTIVE CRIME BRANCH SURAT CITY, GUJARAT, 395003
64. SHRI DILIPSINH CHAMAN SINGH VAGHELA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SRPF 15 ONGC MEHSANA, GUJARAT, 384003
65. SHRI MANOJSINH SAHEBSINGH RAJPUT, UNARMED HEAD CONSTABLE, SURAT, GUJARAT, 395003
66. SHRI GOPAL BHAGWANSWARUP SHARMA, UNARMED HEAD CONSTABLE, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, 380061
67. SHRI ISHWARBHAI SOMABHAI RABARI, UNARMED POLICE HEAD CONSTABLE, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, 380001
68. SHRI JAYRAJ SINGH BALVANT SINGH JADEJA, ASST INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT, 382009
69. SHRI VASANTKUMAR KALYANAS PARMAR, ASSISTANT INTELLIGENCE OFFICER AIO, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT, 382009

HARYANA
70. SHRI SAURABH SINGH, INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE CRIME, PANCHKULA, HARYANA, 134106
71. SMT. BHARTI ARORA, INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE SVB, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, 122001
72. SHRI BALWAN SINGH, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE HVPNL, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, 122018
73. SHRI RAJ KUMAR, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE CID, NEW DELHI, HARYANA, 121004
74. SHRI SUMER SINGH, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, 122001
75. SHRI RAJEEV KUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, 122001
76. SHRI BALJIT SINGH, INSPECTOR HHRC, CHANDIGARH, HARYANA, 160020
77. SHRI SATYA DEV, SUB INSPECTOR, FARIDABAD, HARYANA, 121001
78. SHRI RAM KISHAN, SUB INSPECTOR, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, 122035
79. SHRI ARVIND KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, 122001
80. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, ASI, PANCHKULA, HARYANA, 134109

HIMACHAL PRADESH

81. SHRI SUNIL DUTT NEGI, DY SP CID, SHIMLA, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 171009

82. SMT. RANJANA, LADY HEAD CONSTABLE, SHIMLA, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 171001

83. SHRI PANNA LAL, HHC, CID HQR, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 171009

JAMMU AND KASHMIR

84. SHRI ABDUL QAYOOM THAKOO, SSP, KASHMIR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 190001

85. SHRI MEHMOOD AHMED, PRINCIPALCTC, KASHMIR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 192122

86. SHRI JOGINDER SINGH, SSP, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

87. SHRI IMTIYAJ HUSSAIN MIR, SSP, BARAMULLA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 193101

88. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR ANGRAL, SSP, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

89. SHRI JAGDEV SINGH, DEPUTY SUPERINTEDENT OF POLICE, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

90. SHRI ZAHID SAIF WANI, DY SP, SAMBA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 184121

91. SHRI FEROZ AHMAD QADRI, DY SP, SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 190001

92. SHRI LAEEQ AHMED DAR, CHIEF OFFICER, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

93. SHRI AKSHAY KHAJURIA, INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

94. SHRI JAGDEEP SINGH, INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

95. SHRI ASHOK SINGH JASROTIA, INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

96. MRS. SEEMA BAKSHI, SUB INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

97. SHRI BAGHDAD HUSSAIN SHAH, SUB INSPECTOR, POONCH, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 185211

98. SHRI BALBIR SINGH, ASI, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001

99. SHRI SARFRAZ HUSSAIN, ASI, RAJOURI, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 185131
100. SHRI SUNIT SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, REASI, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 182311

JHARKHAND

101. SHRI ALOK, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRAINTCH JHARKHAND RANCHI, JHARKHAND, 834004

102. SHRI RAMESH BHAGAT, ARMORER SUB INSPECTOR, JAP 3 DHANBAD, JHARKHAND, 828109

103. SHRI MANTUST MAHATO, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR , PALAMAU, JHARKHAND, 822101

104. SHRI BINOD KUMAR JAYSAWAL, HAVILDAR, JAP 6 JAMSHEDPUR, JHARKHAND, 831009

105. SHRI RAMLAL RAM, HAVILDAR , IRB 3 CHATRA, JHARKHAND, 829201

106. SHRI SANJAY THAPA, HAVILDAR, JAP 1 RANCHI, JHARKHAND, 834002

107. SHRI DHANESH SINGH, HAVILDAR, GARHWA, JHARKHAND, 822114

108. SHRI RAJESHWAR PRASAD, HAVILDAR, GARHWA, JHARKHAND, 822114

109. SHRI ABDUL KHAIR, HAVILDAR, GARHWA, JHARKHAND, 822114

KARNATAKA

110. SHRI RAVIKUMAR H NAIK, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, KLA BELAGAVI, KARNATAKA, 590001

111. SHRI HAMJA HUSSAIN, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, INTELLIGENCE BENGALURU, KARNATAKA, 560001

112. SHRI K P RAVIKUMAR, ACP, BANASWADI SUB DIVISION BENGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA, 560043

113. SHRI U SHARANAPPA, DEPUTY SUPERIDENT OF POLICE, CHINCHOLI, KARNATAKA, 583305

114. SHRI C SAMPATH KUMAR, DEPUTY SUPERIDENT OF POLICE, SOMWARPET, KARNATAKA, 571236

115. SHRI NINGAPPA B SAKRI, ASSISTANT COMMSSIONER OF POLICE, HUBLI, KARNATAKA, 580020

116. SHRI K.SATHYANARAYANA, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CHIKKAMGALURU DISTRICT, KARNATAKA, 577548

117. SMT. V N GUNAVATHI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SCR BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, 560001

118. SMT. K R VINUTHA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SCR BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, 560001

119. SHRI G SRINIVASA SHETTY, HEAD CONSTABLE, BENGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA, 560009

120. SHRI B H HEMAKUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, BENGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA, 560009
121. SHRI B. N. MAHABOOB, CIVIL HEAD CONSTABLE, KOLAR, KARNATAKA, 563101
122. SHRI LACHIRAM PRASAD PATHAK, CIVIL HEAD CONSTABLE, HUBLI RURAL PS HUBBALLI, KARNATAKA, 580020
123. SHRI P. MALLIKARJUNA HEGDE, CIVIL HEAD CONSTABLE, BENGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA, 560001
124. SHRI JAGANNATHA, SPECIAL ASSISTANT RESERVE SUB INSPECTOR, BENGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA, 560034
125. SHRI KAMALAKSHA K, HEAD CONSTABLE, MANGALURU, KARNATAKA, 575001
126. SHRI K S NAGARAJA, DEPUTY SUPERIDENT OF POLICE, TUMAKURU, KARNATAKA, 572102
127. SHRI B. BALARAJU, DEPUTY SUPERIDENT OF POLICE, BENGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA, 560001
128. SHRI KRISHNOJI RAO M, ARMED HEAD CONSTABLE, MYSURU, KARNATAKA, 570004

KERALA
129. SHRI P. BIJOY, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, POLICE HEAD QUARTERS, KERALA, 695010
130. SHRI JYOTHISH KUMAR S. R, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT, CBCID THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, KERALA, 695010
131. SHRI K.E. BAJU, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, CONTONMENT THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, KERALA, 695001
132. SHRI C.SANATHANA KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, SBCID THIRUVANATHAPURAM, KERALA, 695014
133. SHRI V. KRISHNAKUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SBCID THRISSUR, KERALA, 680001
134. SHRI A JAN C, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, KERALA, 695033

MADHYA PRADESH
135. SMT. HIMANI KHANNA, COMMANDANT, 2ND BN SAFGWALIOR, MADHYA PRADESH, 475001
136. SHRI MUKESH KUMAR SHRIVASTAVA, COMMANDANT, 5TH BN SAF MORENA, MADHYA PRADESH, 476001
137. SHRI RAJESH SINGH CHANDEL, SUPDT OF POLICE HQ, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462001
138. SHRI RAJAB ABRAHAM, SUB INSPECTOR, ATS HQ PHQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
139. SHRI SHYORAJ SINGH, ASI, 7TH BN SAF BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
140. SHRI BRIJ BHOOSHAN KOL, HEAD CONSTABLE, REWA, MADHYA PRADESH, 486001

141. SHRI WALTER HENRY AKKA, HEAD CONSTABLE, HAWK FORCE HQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462003

142. SHRI RAJ LOCHAN PRASAD DUBEY, CONSTABLE, 9TH BN SAF REWA, MADHYA PRADESH, 486001

143. SHRI TAN SINGH MARAVI, CONSTABLE, ANUPPUR, MADHYA PRADESH, 484224

144. SHRI UDAYAN SHRIVASTAV, INSPECTOR M, O/O DIG BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462001

145. SHRI RITU KANT SINHA, SUBEDAR M, SCRBP HQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008

146. SHRI BASANT KATARE, HEAD CONSTABLE, TULSI NAGAR BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462003

147. SHRI RAM CHARIT TIWARI, HEAD CONSTABLE, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462001

148. SHRI SITARAM AHIRWAR, CONSTABLE, JABALPUR, MADHYA PRADESH, 452001

MAHARASHTRA

149. SHRI DNYANESHWAR SADASHIV CHAVAN, DY COMM OF POLICE, ZONE II SOUTH REGION MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, 400008

150. SHRI MAHESH UDAJI PATIL, SUPDT OF POLICE, THANE RURAL, MAHARASHTRA, 400601

151. SHRI RAVINDRA KUSAJI WADEKAR, ASST COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, DOMBIVALI DIVISION THANE CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 421201

152. SHRI SHANTARAM TUKARAM AWASARE, ASST COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, EOW CRIME BRANCH THANE CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 421201

153. SHRI VISHWESHWAR PRABHAKAR NANDKAR, DYS, NANDIKAR, MAHARASHTRA, 431602

154. SHRI JANARDHAN JAGANNATH GHadge, ASST COMMANDANT, SRPF JALNA GR. 3, MAHARASHTRA, 431203

155. SHRI SANJEEVKUMAR VISHVASHRAO PATIL, DYS, KOLHAPUR, MAHARASHTRA, 416003

156. SHRI NEHRU DASHRATH BANDGAR, ARM POLICE INSPECTOR, PRINCIPAL SRPF TRG DAUND, MAHARASHTRA, 413801

157. SHRI BALASAHEB RAMCHANDRA GHadge, INSPECTOR, NORTH POLICE CONTRTOL MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 400101

158. SHRI BHIM WAMAN CHHAPCHHADE, POLICE INSPECTOR, WIRELESS, DIRECTOR OF THE POLICE WIRELESS MS PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, 411008
159. SHRI PRAKASH KACHARU SAHANE, POLICE INSPECTOR, DSB SPL BRANCH BULDHANA, MAHARASHTRA, 0
160. SHRI PRAKASH NAGAPPA BIRAJDAR, POLICE INSPECTOR, VASAI PALGHAR, MAHARASHTRA, 401201
161. SHRI SANJAY RAMRAO DESHMUKH, POLICE INSPECTOR, LOCAL CRIME BRANCH YAVTMAL, MAHARASHTRA, 445001
162. SHRI SHAM SAKHARAM SHINDE, POLICE INSPECTOR, COLABA MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 400005
163. SHRI PANDURANG NARAYAN SHINDE, POLICE INSPECTOR, MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 400007
164. SHRI SUDHIR PRABHAKAR ASPAT, POLICE INSPECTOR, HSP PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, 411003
165. SHRI CYRUS BOMAN IRANI, POLICE INSPECTOR, MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 400001
166. SHRI AVINASH LAXMINARYAN AGHAV, POLICE INSPECTOR, AURANGABAD, MAHARASHTRA, 431009
167. SHRI SUNIL DASHRATH MAHADIK, POLICE INSPECTOR, NAGPUR CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 440027
168. SHRI DNYANESHWAR RAIBHAN WAGH, POLICE INSPECTOR SPECIAL BRANCH, MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 400001
169. SHRI SUNIL VISHNUPANT LOKHANDE, CHIEF INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA, 440001
170. SHRI CHANDAN SHANKAR RAO SHINDE, POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, D C B C I D MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 400001
171. SHRI LAVU PARSHURAM KUWARE, POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, ANTI TERRORISM SQUAD MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, 400008
172. SHRI ABDULGAFOOR GAFFAR KHAN, POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, SRPF GR 14 AURANGABAD, MAHARASHTRA, 431010
173. SHRI SHIVMURTI APPAYYA HUKKERI, ASSISTANT POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, TROMBAY POLICE STATION MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 400088
174. SHRI YUVRAJ MOTIRAM PATIL, ASSISTANT POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, D C B JALGAON, MAHARASHTRA, 425001
175. SHRI VIKRAM NIVRUTTI KALE, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 411001
176. SHRI JAYSINGRAO KHASHABA SANKPAL YADAV, ASST POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 411001
177. SHRI DILIP PUNDILK PATIL, ASST POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, SRPF GR6 DHULE, MAHARASHTRA, 424001
178. SHRI MATAPRASAD RAMPAL PANDE, ASSISTANT POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, NAGPUR CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 440002
179. SHRI SURESH GUNAJI WARANG, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SINDHUDURG, MAHARASHTRA, 416606
180. SHRI VILAS DAGDU JAGTAP, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SATARA, MAHARASHTRA, 415001
181. SHRI CHATUR DAVA CHITTE, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, NANDURBAR, MAHARASHTRA, 425412
182. SHRI PRADIP KASHIMRAM PATIL, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, DHULE, MAHARASHTRA, 424001
183. SHRI SOMNATH RAMCHANDRA PAWAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 411001
184. SHRI RASHID USMAN SHAIKH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SANGLI, MAHARASHTRA, 416415
185. SHRI DILIP WASUDEO WAGHMARE, ASSISTANT POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, AMRAVATI CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 444602
186. SHRI DILIP KUMAR BABRUVAHAN SAVANE, ASSITANT SUB INSPECTOR, SOLAPUR RURAL, MAHARASHTRA, 413001
187. SHRI NANDKISHOR KASHINATH SAVKHEKAD, HEAD CONSTABLE, PCR NASHIK, MAHARASHTRA, 425001

MANIPUR

188. SHRI K AJITKUMAR SHARMA, ADDL SP OPS, JIRIBAM, MANIPUR, 795116
189. SHRI SOROKHAIBAM RUDRA NARAYAN SINGH, INSPECTOR, CBI MANIPUR, MANIPUR, 795001
190. SHRI ELANGBAM BHUBANESHwor SINGH, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CID CB PHQ MANIPUR, MANIPUR, 795001
191. SHRI YAMBEM ANDERSON SINGH, SUBEDAR, MPTC PANGELEAST MANIPUR, MANIPUR, 795114
192. SHRI PEBAM INAOBA SINGH, HAVILDAR, 2ND IRB MANIPUR, MANIPUR, 795126
193. SHRI KHOWDRAMINDRAKUMAR SINGH, HAVILDAR, MPR KHABESOI, MANIPUR, 795010
194. SHRI KH, SURANJOY SINGH, HAVILDAR, MPTC PANGEL MANIPUR, MANIPUR, 795114

MEGHALAYA

195. SMT. JUBI G MOMIN, A I G, SHILLONG, MEGHALAYA, 793001
196. SHRI JERRY FISCER K MARAK, COMMANDING OFFIDCER, SHILLONG, MEGHALAYA, 793001
197. SMT. JANICE K MARAK, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, WEST GARO HILLS, MEGHALAYA, 794002
MIZORAM
198. SHRI RODINGLIANA CHAWNGTHU, SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CID (SB), AIZAWL, MIZORAM, 796005
199. SHRI LALSANGLURA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, LAWNGTLAI DISTRICT, MIZORAM, MIZORAM, 796891
200. SHRI LALDAWNGLIANA, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, I/C L&O CELL, AIZAWL DEF, MIZORAM, 796001

ODISHA
201. SHRI B DURGAPRASAD RAO, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA, 751001
202. SHRI SK. ANWAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA, 751001
203. SHRI SUDHANSU MOHAN DEHURY, HAVILDAR, KORAPUT, ODISHA, 764021
204. SHRI SATRUGHANA BARAL, CONSTABLE, VIGILANCE DIRECTORATE CUTTACK, ODISHA, 753001
205. SHRI NARENDRA PAL, CONSTABLE, UPD BBSR, ODISHA, 751022
206. SHRI V NAGESWAR RAO, CONSTABLE, R O CUTTACK UPD, ODISHA, 753001
207. SHRI SANJAYA KUMAR RAY, SEPOY, OSAP BN BBSR, ODISHA, 751017

PUNJAB
208. SHRI HARBAJ SINGH, AIG, TRAFFIC PUNJAB CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB, 160009
209. SHRI SURINDER PAL SINGH, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, BARNALA, PUNJAB, 148101
210. SHRI NAVJOT SINGH MAHAL, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, KHANNA, PUNJAB, 141401
211. SHRI TULSI DASS, DSP, 3RD COMMANDO BATTALION MOHALI, PUNJAB, 160062
212. SHRI BALWINDER IQBAL SINGH, DSP, JALANDHAR RURAL, PUNJAB, 144401
213. SHRI SUKHDEV SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, READER TO DIG ADMN. PAP JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, 144006
214. SHRI MULAKH RAJ, SUB INSPECTOR, O/O ADGP COMMANDO BAHADURGARH PATIALA, PUNJAB, 147021
215. SHRI SARABJIT SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, SECURITY WING CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB, 160009
216. SHRI SUKHDEV SINGH, INSPECTOR, CID HQRS. MOHALI, PUNJAB, 160062
217. SHRI RAVINDERJIT SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, CID HEADQUARTERS MOHALI, PUNJAB, 160077
218. SHRI KEWAL SINGH, ASI, RTC PAP JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, 144006
219. SHRI SUKHJIT SINGH, ASI, O/O IGP INTELLIGENCE MOHALI, PUNJAB, 160055
220. SHRI NARINDERJIT SINGH, ASI, 80TH BATTALION, PAP, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, 144006
221. SHRI JASWANT SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, DPO SANGRUR, PUNJAB, 146001

RAJASTHAN

222. SHRI HEMANT KUMAR SHARMA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302015
223. SHRI SAMIR KUMAR SINGH, DCP JODHPUR WEST, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342008
224. SHRI JYOTI SWAROOP SHARMA, ADDL SP, PALI, RAJASTHAN, 306401
225. SHRI KAMLESH KUMAR VERMA, POLICE INSPECTOR, SCRBJAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302016
226. SHRI RAM NIWAS CHEJARA, POLICE INSPECTOR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302006
227. SHRI KISHORI LAL SAINI, POLICE INSPECTOR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302006
228. SHRI DEEP SINGH, PC, 1 BN. RAC JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342026
229. SHRI RAM SINGH, SI, CID CB JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342015
230. SHRI PAWAN KUMAR JAT, ASI, GANGANAGAR, RAJASTHAN, 335001
231. SHRI MOHAMMED PARVEJ, ASI, PRATAPGARH, RAJASTHAN, 327023
232. SHRI GANESHI LAL BRAHMAN, HC, 8THBN RAC GAJIPUR DELHI, RAJASTHAN, 110096
233. SHRI TANSUKH, HC, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342001
234. SHRI SHYAMA RAM, HC, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342001
235. SHRI ROOP CHAND SONI, HC, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302001
236. SHRI VANSHIR KHAN, CONSTABLE, 1ST BN RAC JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342026
237. SHRI SANDEEP KUMAR BITHU, CONSTABLE, PS NAYASAHAH BIKANER, RAJASTHAN, 334001

SIKKIM

238. SHRI PRAWIN GURUNG, COMMANDANT, PIPALEY, SIKKIM, 737121
239. SHRI DUPZANG BHUTIA, SUB-INSPECTOR, SIKKIM ARMED POLICE, PANGTHANG, SIKKIM, 737103

TAMIL NADU

240. SMT. A RADHIKA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, WEST RANGE, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016

241. SMT. R LALITHA LAKSHMI, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, ECONOMIC OFFENCES WING 2, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600032

242. SMT. S MALLIKHA, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CENTRAL CRIME BRANCH II, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, TAMIL NADU, 600007

243. SMT. B SHAMOONDESWARI, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, TAMIL NADU POLICE ACADEMY, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600127

244. SMT. S LAKSHMI, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, LAW AND ORDER, COIMBATORE CITY, TAMIL NADU, 641018

245. SHRI S ELANGO, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, CSU 3, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016

246. SHRI N MOHANRAJ, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, POLICE RECRUIT SCHOOL, AVADI, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600083

247. SHRI K RAJENDRAN, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH CID, HEADQUARTERS, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600004

248. SHRI A P SELVAN, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, T NAGAR, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600017

249. SHRI A SUBRAYAN, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, TARAMANI RANGE, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600041

250. SHRI G HECTOR DHARMARAJ, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION, NAGARCOIL, TAMIL NADU, 629001

251. SHRI M E RAMACHANDRAMOORTHY, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION SIC, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016

252. SHRI A ARULARASU JUSTIN, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH CID, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600004

253. SHRI A KUMARAVELU, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION, SIC, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016

254. SHRI V BASKARAN, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CSU 3, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016

255. SHRI K MOHANKUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CORE CELL CID, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600028

256. SHRI S VENUKUMARAN, SPECIAL SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, POLICE COMPUTER WING, SCRIB, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600028

257. SHRI P SELVARAJU, SPECIAL SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION, COIMBATORE, TAMIL NADU, 641012
258. SHRI K RAVI, SPECIAL SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, ALGSC, THE NILGIRIS DISTRICT., TAMIL NADU, 643001

259. SHRI S M MATHIVENTHAN, SPECIAL SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION, SIC, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016

260. SHRI N VENKATA SARAVANAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, J8 NEELANKARAI PS, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, TAMIL NADU, 600041

TELANGANA

261. SHRI MASTHIPURAM RAMESH, GROUP COMMANDER GREYHOUNDS, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500004

262. SHRI D SIVAPRASAD REDDY, ASST CMT TSSP, RANGA REDDY, TELANGANA, 501506

263. SHRI P. VEERA SWAMY, ASST CMT, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500045

264. SHRI S RANGA RAO, ACP, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500003

265. SHRI TULJARAM NARENDER SINGH, DSP, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500004

266. SMT. CHETLURU SRINIVASA SHANTHI, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500004

267. SHRI GEDDIALLY RANAVEER REDDY, INSPECTOR, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500004

268. SHRI PALLE SHANKER REDDY, SUB INSPECTOR, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500004

269. SHRI MD FAIZ AHMED SHAREEF, AR SUB INSPECTOR, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500013

270. SHRI VEMURI SIVANANDA RAO, HEAD CONSTABLE, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500001

271. SHRI RATHOD ROHIDAS NAIK, ASST ASSAULT COMMANDER HC, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500089

272. SHRI P SRINIVAS, JUNIOR COMMANDO PC, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500089

273. SHRI M SIDDAIAH, HEAD CONSTABLE, HYDREABAD, TELANGANA, 500004

TRIPURA

274. SHRI RATAN KUMAR DAS, SDPO, BELONIA, TRIPURA, 799155

275. SHRI KHARDA KUMAR JAMATIA, HAVILDAR, AMARPUR, TRIPURA, 799101

276. SHRI KURIAN GEORGE, SUBEDAR, KHOWAI, TRIPURA, 799207
277. SHRI GAMANJOY REANG, DSP, KANCHANPUR, TRIPURA, 799270

UTTAR PRADESH

278. SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR SINGH, COMMANDANT, GONDA, UTTAR PRADESH, 271001

279. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR, ADDITIONAL SP, K6SCO KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

280. SHRI RAJENDRA KUMAR, ADDLSP, VIG. ESTT. LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001

281. SHRI KULDEEP NARAYAN, ADDLSP, JHANSI, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001

282. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR VERMA, ADDLSP, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001

283. SHRI ADESH KUMAR TYAGI, DSP, ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001

284. SHRI BANKEY LAL ARYA, DSP, 09 BN PAC MORADABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001

285. SHRI UMESH KUMAR SINGH, INSPECTOR, SECURITY HEAD QUARATER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226007

286. SMT. MITHLESH SENGAR, INSPECTOR, AGRA, UTTAR PRADESH, 282001

287. SHRI DHARMENDRA SINGH CHAUHAN, INSPECTOR, ALIGARH, UTTAR PRADESH, 202001

288. SHRI AMARNATH SINGH, INSPECTOR, INTELIGANCE HEAD QUARTER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

289. SHRI RAJKUMAR UPADHYAY, COMPANY COMMANDER, DGP HEAD QUARATER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

290. SHRI RAM SAJEEVAN SHUKLA, COMPANY COMMANDER, 32BN PAC LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

291. SHRI PRADEEP KUMAR, INSPECTOR CP, MORADABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 244001

292. SHRI SYED SAJJAT HUSAIN NAQVI, INSPECTOR, EOW LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

293. SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR YADAV, INSPECTOR, POLICE BHARTI BOARD LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

294. SHRI SYED VAKEEL AHMAD, INSPECTOR, VIGILANCE LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226010

295. SHRI SURESH CHANDRA SRIVASTAVA, INSPECTOR, INTELIGANCE HEAD QUARTER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

296. SHRI LALIT MOHAN UPRETI, INSPECTOR, INTELIGANCE HEAD QUATER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

297. SHRI KAMLESHWAR SINGH, INSPECTOR, SONBHADRA, UTTAR PRADESH, 231206
298. SHRI SUBHASH CHANDRA DUBE, SUB INSPECTOR, RADIO HEAD QUARTER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
299. SHRI SOHAN PAL SINGH, PLATOON COMMANDER, 23BN PAC MORADABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 244001
300. SHRI SHAMBHUNATH TIWARI, SUB INSPECTOR, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 208001
301. SHRI SIDDHINATH SHUKLA, PLATOON COMMANDER, 10BN PAC BARABANKI, UTTAR PRADESH, 225001
302. SHRI RAMVEER SINGH, PLATOON COMMANDER, 47BN PAC GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 201013
303. SHRI HAWALDAR UPAWDHYAY, PLATOON COMMANDER, 36BN PAC VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH, 221008
304. SHRI CHOTE LAL PATEL, SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT BANDA, UTTAR PRADESH, 210001
305. SHRI BHAGWAT SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT BAGPAT, UTTAR PRADESH, 250611
306. SHRI ANJANI KUMAR CHAUBE, SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT MIRZAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 231001
307. SHRI MUNNA LAL, SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT HATHRAS, UTTAR PRADESH, 204101
308. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR LAL, SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT VARANASHI, UTTAR PRADESH, 221002
309. SHRI BINDRA PRASAD, SUB INSPECTOR, UNNAO, UTTAR PRADESH, 209801
310. SHRI HARI BABU, SUB INSPECTOR, INTELEGANCE HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
311. SHRI SHRIRAM SAROJ, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBCID LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
312. SHRI RAM SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT JHANSI, UTTAR PRADESH, 284001
313. SHRI SURENDRANATH RAI, HEAD CONSTABLE, ACO LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
314. SHRI RAM AUTAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, VIGILANCE LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226010
315. SHRI TEERATH PAL SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 201001
316. SHRI SATISH KUMAR SRIVASTAVA, HEAD OPERATOR, RADIO HEAD QUARTER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
317. SHRI SATYA PRAKASH SHARMA, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT GAUTAMBUDH NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 201301
318. SHRI DUSHYANT KUMAR MISHRA, HEAD OPERATOR, RADIO HEAD QUARTER LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
319. SHRI DHARAMPAL SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH, 250001
320. SHRI JAGRAM SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE ARMOURER, 28BN PAC ETAWA, UTTAR PRADESH, 206001
321. SHRI UPENDRA PRATAP SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT FAIZABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 224001
322. SHRI BALRAM KISHORE DWIVEDI, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003
323. SHRI AWADHESH KUMAR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT FAIZABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 224001
324. SHRI KAMAL KISHORE YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003
325. SHRI UDHAM SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, 08BN PAC BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH, 243003
326. SHRI NIRMAL KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, 35BN PAC LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
327. SHRI UMMED SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE AP, GRP ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 221001
328. SHRI RAGHUNATH YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, DISTRICT VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH, 221002
329. SHRI SATYENDRA KUMAR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, 26BN PAC GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 273014
330. SHRI RAVENDRA SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 208001
331. SHRI VISHAMBHAR DAYAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, FIROZABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 283203
332. SHRI NARENDRA PAL SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, GRP JHANSI, UTTAR PRADESH, 284001
333. SHRI RADHE SHYAM RAI, HEAD CONSTABLE, 11BN PAC SITAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 261001
334. SHRI KASHINATH SINGH YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, MIRZAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 231001
335. SHRI GIRVAR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, ETAWA, UTTAR PRADESH, 211019
336. SHRI AMLA SINGH YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, 36BN PAC VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH, 221008
337. SHRI VINOD KUMAR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, MORADABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 244001
338. SHRI GOPAL PRASAD, HEAD CONSTABLE, BADAYU, UTTAR PRADESH, 243601
339. SHRI ZUBAIR ALI KHAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, 48BN PAC SONBHAĐRA, UTTAR PRADESH, 231216
340. SHRI AWĐHESH KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, HARDOI, UTTAR PRADESH, 241001
341. SHRI UDAY RAM TIWARI, HEAD CONSTABLE, MAU, UTTAR PRADESH, 275101
342. SHRI BRIJESH KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR VS, INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003
343. SHRI PREMPAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003
344. SHRI RAJKUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, MUZAFFARNAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 251001
345. SHRI SHOBNATH MISHRA, HEAD CONSTABLE P, INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
346. SHRI DADDAN RAM, SUB INSPECTOR LIPIK, MAU, UTTAR PRADESH, 275101
347. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR SINGH, INSPECTOR GOPNIYA, ATS LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226003

UTTARAKHAND

348. SHRI KANTI BALLABH PANDEY, DEPUTY SP DEPUTY COMMANDENT, 46BN PAC RUDRAPUR, UTTARAKHAND, 263150
349. SHRI GOPAL SINGH DASAUNI, INSPECTOR, POLICE HQRS DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND, 248001
350. SHRI SUNDER SINGH, PLATOON COMMANDER VISHESH SHREÑI, 46BN PAC RUDRAPUR, UTTARAKHAND, 263153
351. SHRI MAHESH KUMAR JOSHI, SUB INSPECTOR VISHESH SHREÑI, POLICE HQRS DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND, 248001
352. SHRI CHANDRAPAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, 46BN PAC RUDRAPUR, UTTARAKHAND, 263153

WEST BENGAL

353. SHRI JAYANTA KUMAR PAL, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, UTTAR DINAJPUR, WEST BENGAL, 733123
354. SHRI KAUSTAV CHAKRABORTY, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE III, TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT LALBAZAR KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700001
355. SHRI ACHINTYA GUPTA, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, SILLIGURI POLICE COMMISSIONERATE, WEST BENGAL, 734003
356. SHRI SUDIPTA NAG, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, EASTERN SUBURBAN DIVISION KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700010

357. SHRI AMLAN KUMAR CHAKRABORTY, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, HOWRAH POLICE COMMISSIONERATE, WEST BENGAL, 711102

358. SHRI KRISHNENDU GHOSH, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CID WEST BENGAL ALIPORE KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700027

359. SHRI SALIL KUMAR ROY, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SOUTH DIVISION KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700016

360. SHRI BISHWADEB DUTTA, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700071

361. SHRI AYAN BHOWMICK, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CENTRAL DIVISION KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700012

362. SHRI NILESH CHOWDHURY, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT LALBAZAR KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700001

363. SHRI PANKAJ THAPA, SUB INSPECTOR, BIRPARA ALIPURDUAR, WEST BENGAL, 735204

364. SMT. SUSHILA DAS, LADY ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, DIRECTORATE OF SECURITY, WEST BENGAL, WEST BENGAL, 700071

365. SHRI SUDIP RAY, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BARRACKPORE POLICE COMMISSIONERATE, WEST BENGAL, 700120

366. SHRI SUJIT KUMAR CHAKRABORTY, ASI OF POLICE, BARUIPUR POLICE DISTRICT, WEST BENGAL, 700144

367. SHRI JIBAN KUMAR BARMAN, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, UTTAR DINAJPUR, WEST BENGAL, 733130

368. SHRI TAPAN KUMAR MAITI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, BRIGADE HEADQUARTER KOLKATA ARMED POLICE, WEST BENGAL, 700027

369. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR PANDEY, POLICE DRIVER, DIRECTORATE OF SECURITY, WEST BENGAL, WEST BENGAL, 700071

370. SHRI DEBABISH CHAKRABORTY, ARMOURER CONSTABLE, STATE ARMED POLICE 4TH BATTALION, UTTAR DINAJPUR, WEST BENGAL, 733123

ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS

371. SHRI R VINOD KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR GD IRBN, PORT MOUT, ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS, 744103

DAMAN AND DIU

372. SHRI RAVINDER KUMAR SHARMA, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, DAMAN, DAMAN AND DIU, 396210
LAKSHADWEEP

373. SMT. P MOLI, HEAD CONSTABLE, SB UNIT, BEYPORE, CALICUT, LAKSHADWEEP, 673015

PUDUCHERRY

374. SHRI RAJIV RANJAN, SSP, PUDUCHERRY, PUDUCHERRY, 605005
375. SHRI R NARAYANANE, S G ASI, ODIA NSALAI POLICE STATION, PUDUCHERRY, 605001

ASSAM RIFLES

376. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR LIMBU, SUBEDAR, ZUNHEBOTO/NAGALAND, ASSAM RIFLES, 932005
377. SHRI JAIPAL SINGH, SUBEDAR, GHASPANI/NAGALAND, ASSAM RIFLES, 932041
378. SHRI JAGGA RAM, SUBEDAR, NONE/MANIPUR, ASSAM RIFLES, 932008
379. SHRI JAI PRAKASH BHATT, SUBEDAR, CHANDEL/MANIPUR, ASSAM RIFLES, 932018
380. SHRI HARNAM SINGH, SUBEDAR MAJOR, SAJIK TAMPAK/MANIPUR, ASSAM RIFLES, 932021
381. SHRI MURTI SINGH, COMMANDANT, AIZWAL/MIZORAM, ASSAM RIFLES, 932423
382. SHRI MILAN THAPA, NAIB SUBEDAR, KADAMTALA/MANIPUR, ASSAM RIFLES, 932037
383. SHRI YAR BAHADUR GURUNG, SUBEDAR, CHANGLANG/ARUNACHAL PRADESH, ASSAM RIFLES, 932014

BSF

384. SHRI DHANESHWAR KUMAR SHARMA, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, FHQ BSF, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003
385. SHRI SAROJ KUMAR SINGH, COMMANDANT, 42 BN BSF, SUBHASHNAGAR (WB), BSF, 736133
386. SHRI PRITPAL SINGH BHATTI, COMMANDANT, SHQ BSF AMRITSAR, PUNJAB, BSF, 143106
387. SHRI PARAMJEET SINGH, COMMANDANT, SHQ BSF GURDASPUR, PUNJAB, BSF, 143521
388. SHRI HARINDERPAL SINGH SOHI, COMMANDANT, 2 BN BSF, JALALABAD, PUNJAB, BSF, 152024
389. SHRI YOGENDRA SINGH RATHORE, COMMANDANT, FHQ BSF NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003
390. SHRI VIKRAM KUNWAR, COMMANDANT, 101 BN BSF ROOPNAGAR (WB), BSF, 736179
391. SHRI BHANU PRATAP SINGH CHAUHAN, COMMANDANT, PERS DTE, FHQ BSF NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003
392. SHRI KRISHNA MOHAN PRASAD, COMMANDANT, SHQ BSF KRISHNANAGAR, WB, BSF, 741101

393. SHRI SHYAM LAL NEGI, COMMANDANT, HQ SDG BSF (WESTERN COMMAND), BSF, 160003

394. SHRI AJAY LUTHRA, COMMANDANT, 22 BN BSF NAYA RAIPUR CHHATTISGARH, BSF, 492101

395. SHRI LALIT MOHAN SHARMA, COMMANDANT, 62 BN BSF PALOURA JAMMU, BSF, 181124

396. SHRI MANOJ KARKI, COMMANDANT, G DTE, FHQ BSF NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003

397. SHRI VIDUR BHARDWAJ, COMMANDANT, G DTE, FHQ BSF NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003

398. DR. SMT. MANISHI DUBAY, COMMANDANT MEDICAL, FTR HQ BSF MEGHALAYA, BSF, 793006

399. SHRI SURINDER SINGH SAMBYAL, SECOND IN COMMAND, 126 BN BSF SUnderBani(J&K), BSF, 185153

400. SHRI DHARM PAL SIMCK, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 164 BN BSF, DERA BABA NANAK PUNJAB, BSF, 143605

401. SHRI KANWAR SAHIB ANSAL, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 169 BN BSF FAZILKA PUNJAB, BSF, 152123

402. SHRI SHEO RAM KAPIL, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 59 BN BSF, PANTHACHOWK (J&K), BSF, 191101

403. SHRI SUGAR MARKI, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 98 BN BSF, TALLIGURU (WB), BSF, 736156

404. SHRI YASHPAL SINGH CHAUHAN, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 133 BN BSF, KARIMGANJ, ASSAM, BSF, 788025

405. SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR UPADHYAY, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, G DTE, FHQ BSF NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003

406. SHRI NARAYAN DASS SHARMA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 10 BN BSF, MAHARANI CHERA TRIPURA, BSF, 799013

407. SHRI PRATAP BHANU BHAKAR, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 47 BN BSF BAGMA, TRIPURA, BSF, 799114

408. SHRI AJAY SAHAI, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 81 BN BSF SEEMANAGAR (WB), BSF, 741166

409. SHRI P G MADHUSOODANAN, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 162 BN BSF, TRISHUR, KERALA, BSF, 660751

410. SHRI RAN VIJAY CHAND, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, ARTILLERY HQ FARIDKOT, BSF, 151201

411. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT MIN, FTR HQ BSF M&C, BSF, 788002
412. SHRI RAM BINOD SINGH, INSPECTOR GD, 11 BN BSF MAWPAT SHILLONG, BSF, 793012
413. SHRI HARNDER SINGH, INSPECTOR GD, 30 BN BSF, SHILLONG, MEGHALAYA, BSF, 793006
414. SHRI SHARVAN. KUMAR, INSPECTOR GD, 89 BN BSF, AKHNOOR (J&K), BSF, 181201
415. SHRI MAHENDRA SINGH, INSPECTOR GD, 1044 BSF ARTY REGT, BIKANER RAJASTHAN, BSF, 334001
416. SHRI SHATRUGHAN SINGH TOMAR, INSPECTOR GD, 99 BN BSF, SEEMANAGAR (WB), BSF, 741166
417. SHRI SANWAT KHAN, INSPECTOR GD, 129 BN BSF, BANDIPUR (J&K), BSF, 193502
418. SHRI ABHAY SINGH, INSPECTOR GD, 12 BN BSF, SHIKAR, PUNJAB, BSF, 143605
419. SHRI NAND KISHORE THAPLEYYAL, INSPECTOR GD, 82 BN BSF, NARAYANPUR (WB), BSF, 732141
420. SHRI MOHAN SINGH, INSPECTOR GD, 27 BN BSF, NALKATA, TRIPURA, BSF, 799264
421. SHRI M RAVI, INSPECTOR GD, 19 BN BSF, MAWPAT, MEGHALAYA, BSF, 793012
422. SHRI HARBANS LAL, SUB INSPECTOR GD, HQ SDG(WC) CHANDIGARH, BSF, 160003
423. SHRI BALBIR SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR GD, 10 BN BSF MAHARANI CHERA TRIPURA, BSF, 799013
424. SHRI AHIBARAN SINGH PAL, SUB INSPECTOR, 148 BN BSF, ZOTLANG, MIZORAM, BSF, 796691
425. SHRI PADAM SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, ABOHAR PUNJAB, BSF, 152116
426. SHRI SURESH KUMAR SHARMA, SUB INSPECTOR GD, 11 BN BSF, MAWPAT, MEGHALAYA, BSF, 793012
427. SHRI SUBE SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR GD, 123 BN BSF, MAWPAT, MEGHALAYA, BSF, 793012
428. SHRI SUBHASH CHAND, CONSTABLE COOK, 53 BN BSF ARUNACHAL(ASSAM), BSF, 788025
429. SHRI THANGIAH SOLLAMUTHU, ASSTT COMDT MIN, FINANCE WING, FHQ BSF, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003

CISF

430. MRS. NILIMA RANI SINGH, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, CISF UNIT BSL BOKARO, CISF, 827001
431. SHRI VERTUL SINGH, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT BHEL BHOPAL, CISF, 462022
432. SHRI ZHOPONEYI ZUO, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT MTPS MEJIA, CISF, 722133
433. SHRI NIRVIKAR, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF 9TH RB DEOLI, CISF, 304804
434. SHRI PASUPATI PRATAP SINGH, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF 5TH RESERVE BATTALION GHAZIABAD, CISF, 201014
435. SHRI ARUN SINGH, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF IGI AIRPORT DELHI, CISF, 110037
436. MRS. DIVYA SHUKLA, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT NAPS NARORA, CISF, 203389
437. SHRI ANAND SAXENA, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT DAE KALPAKKAM, CISF, 603102
438. MRS. PIYALI SHARMA, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF ES HQR RANCHI, CISF, 834004
439. SHRI MANMOHAN KUMAR, COMMANDANT, CISF 9TH RESERVE BATTALION DEOLI, CISF, 304804
440. SHRI AMARJEET SINGH, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, CISF RTC DEOLI, CISF, 304804
441. SHRI SUVRAT VASISTHA, INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT AIRPORT MUMBAI, CISF, 400099
442. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR, INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT SSG NOIDA, CISF, 201306
443. SHRI KULDEEP SINGH RATHORE, INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT ECIA BENGALURU, CISF, 560100
444. SHRI NARESH KUMAR, INSPECTOR STENO, CISF HQRS NEW DELHI, CISF, 110003
445. SHRI S SUBRAMANYAM, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT MCF HASSAN, CISF, 573201
446. SHRI PONTURU VIJAY KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT IG MINT HYDERABAD, CISF, 500051
447. SHRI BALBIR SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT BHEL HARIDWAR, CISF, 249403
448. SHRI ARSHAD ALI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT SHEP SALAL, CISF, 182312
449. SHRI M S GOPA KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT MCF HASSAN, CISF, 573201
450. SHRI LEKH RAJ, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT NAPS NARORA, CISF, 203389
451. SHRI BHUPENDER SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT DMRC NEW DELHI, CISF, 110053
452. SHRI VASU DEV, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT CGBS NEW DELHI, CISF, 110011
453. SHRI KIRTAN LAL PAIKRA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT BIOM KIRANDUL, CISF, 494556

CRPF

454. SHRI MATHEW A. JOHN, DIG, RAIPUR CHHATISGARH, CRPF, 492101
455. SHRI NARINDER PAUL, DIG, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF, 190010
456. SHRI DALJIT SINGH, COMMANDANT, VERINAG JK, CRPF, 192212
457. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR SINGH, COMMANDANT, BAWANA DELHI, CRPF, 110039
458. SHRI BALARAM BEHERA, COMMANDANT, JORHAT ASSAM, CRPF, 785004
459. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR, COMMANDANT, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF, 190012
460. SHRI DES RAJ, COMMANDANT, KALKAJI NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110019
461. SHRI MITHILESH KUMAR, COMMANDANT, GOALPARA ASSAM, CRPF, 783121
462. SHRI LAKKIPOGU DAVID, SECOND IN COMMAND, SECUNDRABAD TELANGANA, CRPF, 500076
463. SHRI DHARAM SINGH, SECOND IN COMMAND, DHUBRI ASSAM, CRPF, 783331
464. SHRI SHASHIKANT CHATURVEDI, SECOND IN COMMAND, VERINAG JK, CRPF, 192212
465. SHRI ABDUL SHAMMI DURRANI, SECOND IN COMMAND, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF, 190005
466. SHRI SHYAMAL KUMAR BASU, SECOND IN COMMAND, LALGARH WEST BENGAL, CRPF, 721516
467. SHRI MAMRAJ SINGH, SECOND IN COMMAND, BAWANA DELHI, CRPF, 110039
468. SHRI DEVANAND, SECOND IN COMMAND, UDHAMPUR JK, CRPF, 182101
469. SHRI GIRDHARI LAL YADAV, SECOND IN COMMAND, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF, 190001
470. SMT. TASLIMA KHAN, SECOND IN COMMAND, KATHUA JK, CRPF, 184142
471. SHRI SUDHIR DIWAKAR, SECOND IN COMMAND, VIJAYWADA AP, CRPF, 521101
472. SHRI JAGANNATH MANDAL, DY COMDT, SINGHBHUM JHARKHAND, CRPF, 832104
473. SHRI CHARITRA NARAYAN KALITA, INSP GD, KAMRUP ASSAM, CRPF, 781017
474. SHRI TILAK RAM, INSP GD, R.K. PURAM NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110066
475. SHRI SHIV SHAMBHU PANDEY, INSP GD, BOKARO JHARKHAND, CRPF, 827013
476. SHRI BALWAN SINGH, INSP GD, KATHUA JK, CRPF, 184142
477. SHRI JALESHWAR ORAON, INSP GD, RANCHI, CRPF, 834004
478. SHRI RANBIR SINGH, INSP GD, ALLAHABAD UP, CRPF, 211013
479. SHRI OM PRAKASH, INSP GD, JAMMU JK, CRPF, 181123
480. SHRI SOLANKI RANJIT SINGH, INSP GD, BASTAR CHHATISGARH, CRPF, 494442
481. SHRI SURATH CHANDRA PATEL, INSP GD, SAMBALPUR ODISHA, CRPF, 768001
482. SHRI SANT LAL, INSP GD, DARJEELING WB, CRPF, 734012
483. SHRI LAL CHAND, INSP GD, KARAWAL NAGAR NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110090
484. SHRI GURCHARAN SINGH, INSP GD, JALANDHAR, CRPF, 144805
485. SHRI SUDARSHAN KUMAR, INSP GD, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF, 190001
486. SHRI SARFRAZ KHAN, INSP GD, BOKajan ASSAM, CRPF, 782480
487. SHRI KANWAR SINGH, INSP GD, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF, 190005
488. SHRI MAN SINGH, INSP GD, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF, 190005
489. SHRI SURENDER KUMAR DWIVEDI, INSP GD, GURUGRAM HARYANA, CRPF, 122001
490. SHRI S.K. AYUB ALI, SI GD, NUAPADA ODISHA, CRPF, 766105
491. SHRI CHETRAJ CHHETRI, SI GD, DARJEELING WB, CRPF, 734012
492. SHRI M.T. THAMBI, SI GD, PALLIPURAM KERALA, CRPF, 695316
493. SHRI LAXMI PRASAD, SI GD, RAMPUR UP, CRPF, 244901
494. SHRI LAL BAHADUR SINGH, SI GD, KULGAM JK, CRPF, 934024
495. SHRI RAJGRIHI JHELAM, SI GD, JAMUI BIHAR, CRPF, 811313
496. SHRI CHANDAN SINGH, SI GD, SAMBA JK, CRPF, 181133
497. SHRI T. JACOB ..., SI GD, BELGAUM KARNATAKA, CRPF, 590001
498. SHRI BEERENDRA SINGH RAWAT, SI GD, GUND JK, CRPF, 934118
499. SHRI GURDEV CHAND, SI GD, AWANTIPORA JK, CRPF, 192122
500. SHRI ANIL KUMAR SINGH, SI GD, CHANDAULI UP, CRPF, 221009
501. SHRI KOTESWAR RAO KANCHARLA, SI GD, VISAKHPATNAM AP, CRPF, 530043
502. SHRI RAJVEER ..., SI GD, KULGAM JK, CRPF, 934024
503. SHRI PRAVIN RAMESH RAO SHINDE, SI GD, BHOPAL MP, CRPF, 462045
504. SHRI MAYADHAR BEHERA, ASI GD, BHUBANESWAR, CRPF, 751011
505. SHRI MOHD. RIYASAT ALI KHAN, ASI GD, GOALPARA ASSAM, CRPF, 783121
506. SHRI BIJAY KUMAR RAM, ASI GD, BOKARO JHARKHAND, CRPF, 827013
507. SHRI DHANESHWAR SAHU, LNK GD, DURGAPUR WB, CRPF, 713214
508. SHRIR SRINIVAS TANEERU, CT GD, RAJAMUNDRAY AP, CRPF, 533106
509. SMT. DAYA NEGI, SI GD MAHILA, KARAWAL NAGAR NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110090
510. SHRI NARESH KUMAR, INSP TECH, JHARODA KALAN NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110072

ITBP

511. SHRI ANIL KUMAR MARU, CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER SELECTION GRADE, CENTRAL FRONTIER HEAD QUARTER ITBP TRILOCHAN NAGAR BHOPAL MP, ITBP, 462039
512. SHRI NARENDER KUMAR, SECOND IN COMMAND, FIFTEENTH BN ITBP PO GARHI DISTT UDHAMPUR JAMMU AND KASHMIR, ITBP, 182121
513. SHRI RAJEEV GUPTA, DY COMMANDANT, SSBN ITBP SABOLI CAMP PO NATHUPRU DISTT SONIPAT HARYANA, ITBP, 131029
514. SHRI VINOD KUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, NW FTR HQ AIRPORT, CHANDIGARH UT, ITBP, 160003
515. SHRI BIR SINGH THAKUR, INSPECTOR GD, SHQ TEZPUR ITBP RANGAMATI SONITPUR TEJPUR ASSAM, ITBP, 784153
516. SHRI ASRAR KHAN, HEAD CONSTABLE GD, SHQ(L&C) ITBP CHHAWALA CAMP NAIFGARH NEW DELHI, ITBP, 110071
517. SHRI VISHWAMITRA ANAND, COMMANDANT, ITBP, ITBP, 110003
518. SHRI AMIT KATIYAR, COMMANDANT, ALLAHABAD UP, ITBP, 211012
519. SHRI GOPAL SINGH, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, JOSHIMATH UTTARAKHAND, ITBP, 246443
520. SHRI HANS RAM, INSPECTOR, SIKKIM, ITBP, 737102
521. SHRI BALWANT SINGH, INSPECTOR, MAHIDANDA UTTARAKHAND, ITBP, 249195
522. SHRI SURJEET SINGH, SUB INSEPCTOR, RAIPUR CHHATTISGARH, ITBP, 493225

NSG

523. SHRI YATINDRA NATH RAI, ADDL JAG, HQ NSG, MEHRAMNAGAR, PALAM, NEW DELHI, NSG, 110037
524. SHRI SUCHIT TYAGI, TEAM COMMANDER, HQ NSG, COMN. MEHAMNAGAR, PALAM, NEW DELHI, NSG, 110037
525. SHRI M RAMAMOORTHY, TEAM COMMANDER, TRG CENTRE, NSG, MANESAR, GURUGRAM (HARYANA), NSG, 122051
526. SHRI AMRENDRA KUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMANDERMIN, HQ NSG, MEHRAMNAGAR, PALAM, NEW DELHI, NSG, 110037

SSB

527. SHRI ANTHONY THANMI, COMMANDANT, 19TH BN SSB THAKURGANJ BIHAR, SSB, 855116
528. SHRI AJAY KUMAR, COMMANDANT, 66TH BN SSB JAMMU JAMMU AND KASHMIR, SSB, 180013
529. SHRI MAHESH KUMAR, COMMANDANT, 8TH BN SSB GAYA BIHAR, SSB, 823004
530. SHRI RAJEEV SHARMA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, SHQ SSB JAMMU JAMMU AND KASHMIR, SSB, 180015
531. SHRI KULDEEP SINGH MARH, AREA ORGANISER, CTC SSB SAPRI KANGRA HP, SSB, 176031
532. SHRI PURNA CHANDRA CHINHARA, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, FHQ SSB R K PURAM NEW DELHI, SSB, 110066
533. SHRI PRADEEP DOGRA, INSPECTOR GD, 54TH BN SSB BIJINI ASSAM, SSB, 783390
534. SHRI JANG BAHADUR YADAV, INSPECTOR GD, 59TH BN SSB NANPARA POST NANPARA UP, SSB, 271865
535. SHRI RUMAI SAIKIA, SUB INSPECTOR GD, 37TH BN SSB MANGALDOI DISTT DARRANG ASSAM, SSB, 784125
536. SHRI DEVINDER SINGH, ASI GD, 51ST BN SSB SITAMARHI DISTT SITAMARHI BIHAR, SSB, 843302
537. SHRI RAMESH CHAND, ASI GD, 31ST BN SSB GOSSAIAGON KOKRAJHAR ASSAM, SSB, 783360
538. SHRI SUBODH KUMAR CHANDOLA, DFO MOUNTAINEERING, CI AND JW SCHOOL GWALDAM UTTARAKHAND, SSB, 246441

Ministry of Home Affairs

539. SHRI MAHESH CHAND SHARMA, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 110021
540. SHRI RAJINDER PAL SINGH, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, SIB CHANDIGARH, M/o Home Affairs, 160019
541. SHRI IQBAL SINGH GILL, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, SIB AMRITSAR M/o Home Affairs, 143001
542. SHRI DEBJYOTI BISWAS, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 11021
543. SHRI SHASHI KARAN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, SIB JAMMU, M/o Home Affairs, 180001
544. SHRI NIRANJAN KUMAR SINGH, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NEW DELHI, IB, 110021
545. SHRI RAMESHWAR YADAV, DCIO, NEW DELHI M/o Home Affairs, 110021
546. SHRI SHAJI CHERIAN, DCIO, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 110021
547. SHRI RAJESH GUPTA, DCIO, SIB IMPHAL, M/o Home Affairs, 795004
548. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR, DCIO, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 110021
549. SHRI ILAMUGIL ARUNACHALAM, DCIO, SIB TRIVANDRUM, M/o Home Affairs, 695014
550. SHRI LAKSHMI NARAYANA KONDIPARTHI, SECTION OFFICER, SIB HYDERABAD, M/o Home Affairs, 500095
551. SHRI SANDIPAN TARAUDAR, ACIO I EXE, SIB LUCKNOW, IB, 226001
552. SHRI N JAYADEVAN, ACIO II, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 110021
553. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA, ACIO II, SIB JAMMU, M/o Home Affairs, 180001
554. SHRI RAMASAMY JAGADEESAN, ACIO II, SIB CHENNAI, M/o Home Affairs, 600004
555. SHRI GANESH JHA, ACIO II EXE, SIB RANCHI, M/o Home Affairs, 834008
556. SHRI YADURAM SHARMA, ACIO II EXE, SIB GANGTOK, M/o Home Affairs, 737103
557. SHRI SANKAR SARKAR, ACIO II, SIB KOLKATA, M/o Home Affairs, 700019
558. SHRI DURGESH KUMAR PRABHAKAR, ASO, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 110021
559. SHRI PRASANNA KUMAR, JIO I EXE, SIB PATNA, M/o Home Affairs, 800001
560. SHRI RANBIR SINGH RANA, PS, SIB CHANDIGARH, M/o Home Affairs, 160019
561. SHRI UMED SINGH RAWAT, SO, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 110021
562. SHRI RAJKISHORE SHAW, JOINT DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NEW DELHI, M/o Home Affairs, 110021
563. SHRI SHANKAR PRADHAN, JIO I, SIB GUWAHATI, M/o Home Affairs, 781036
564. SHRI YENDREMBAOM TOMCHA SINGH, JIO II, SIB IMPHAL, M/o Home Affairs, 795004

CBI

565. SHRI JAGROOP SAMARTHLAL GUSINHA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CBI AC-VI/SIT NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
566. SHRI CH.VENKATA NARENDRA DEVE, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CBI ACB VIZAG, CBI, 530017
567. SHRI AJAY KRANTI SHARMA, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CBI SU NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
568. SHRI MAYUKH MAITRA, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CBI SU KOLKATA, CBI, 700020
569. SHRI JITENDRA KUMAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CBI ACB JODHPUR, CBI, 342304
570. SHRI RAJENDER SINGH, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CBI BS&FC MUMBAI, CBI, 400098
571. SHRI BODH RAJ, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CBI EO-I NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
572. SHRI VIJAY BAHADUR, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CBI AC-I NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
573. SHRI Y RAMAKRISHNAN, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CBI ACB CHENNAI, CBI, 600006
574. SHRI SANJAY KANT JHA, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CBI HQ NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
575. SHRI GURMEET SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CBI AC-1, NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
576. SHRI BALLABH PRASAD, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CBI IPCC NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
577. SHRI CHAMAN LAL, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CBI STF NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
578. SHRI JAGPAL SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBI ACB NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
579. SHRI BABU RAM, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBI AC-III, NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
580. SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBI ACADEMY GHAZIABAD, CBI, 201002
581. SHRI K P SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBI EO-I, NEW DELHI, CBI, 110003
582. SHRI LAKHAN SINGH, CONSTABLE, CBI EO-VI KOLKATA, CBI, 700064
583. SHRI BHARAT BHUSHAN SHARMA, CONSTABLE, CBI ACB JAMMU, CBI, 180012
584. SMT. K.P. SATHY DEVI, CRIME ASSISTANT, CBI ACB COCHIN, CBI, 682017
585. SHRI RAJEEV KUMAR, PERSONNAL ASSISTANT, CBI POLICY DIVISION NEW DELHI, CBI, 110001

SPG

586. SHRI CHANDRA MOHAN SINGH RAWAT, AIG, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077
587. SHRI SANJAY CHAUHAN, AIG, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077
588. SHRI RAJENDER SINGH, SSA, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077
589. SHRI PREM PAL, SO II, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077

BPR & D

590. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CHANDIGARH, BPR & D, 160036
NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY

591. SHRI ANAND JAIN, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, NIA, HQRS NEW DELHI, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, 110003

592. SHRI A.P. SHOUKKATHALI, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, NIA KOCHI, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, 682020

593. SHRI BABULAL MUKHERJEE, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, NIA HYDERABAD, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, 500016

SVP NPA

594. SHRI AMARVIR YADAV, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL NATIONAL POLICE ACADEMY HYDERABAD, SVP NPA, 500052

595. SMT. M B S PARIMALA, INSPECTOR, SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL NATIONAL POLICE ACADEMY HYDERABAD, SVP NPA, 500052

NCB

596. SHRI ROHIT KATIYAR, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, R K PURAM NEW DELHI, NCB, 110066

NDRF

597. SHRI KESHAV KUMAR, SECOND IN COMMAND, HQ DG NDRF, CGO COMPLEX, NEW DELHI, NDRF, 110003

598. SHRI LOKENDRA SINGH, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 07 BN NDRF, BATHINDA, PUNJAB, NDRF, 151001

599. SHRI CHITUKANE PRAMOD TULSIRAM, SUB INSPECTOR, 05 BN NDRF, PUNE, MAHARASTRA, NDRF, 412109

600. SHRI RAM NIWAS RAWAT, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR GD, 01 BN NDRF, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, NDRF, 781017

M/O RAILWAYS

601. SHRI SUMATI SHANDILYA, DIG, NEW DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS, 110001

602. SHRI ALOK BOHRA, DY CSC, MUMBAI, M/O RAILWAYS, 400020

603. SHRI RAKESH KUMAR PANDEY, ASC, MUMBAI, M/O RAILWAYS, 400020

604. SHRI K. P. JAMES, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, 7TH BN RPSF HYDERABAD, M/O RAILWAYS, 500040

605. SHRI SHIRISH SADANAND DHENGE, SUB INSPECTOR, MUMBAI, M/O RAILWAYS, 400001

606. SHRI DHANRAJ GOMAJI MESHRAM, HEAD CONSTABLE RPF, NAGPUR, M/O RAILWAYS, 440001

607. SHRI NAND LAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, LOHARU, M/O RAILWAYS, 127001

608. SHRI SADHU RAM SIDAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, BILASPUR, M/O RAILWAYS, 495004
609. SHRI TARUN KUMAR PAN, HEAD CONSTABLE RPF, KOLKATA, M/O RAILWAYS, 700037
610. SHRI SWAPAN NAYAK, HEAD CONSTABLE RPF, KOLKATA, M/O RAILWAYS, 700037
611. SHRI OM PRAKASH RAWAT, INSPECTOR RPF, DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS, 110034
612. SHRI JAICHAND SHARMA, ASI, LUCKNOW, M/O RAILWAYS, 226001
613. SHRI PRADEEP KUMAR GUPTA, DIG TRAINING, LUCKNOW, M/O RAILWAYS, 226011